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This project aims to develop a library recommendation system to enhance
students' academic reading. It will utilize data analysis over time to suggest

book purchases based on semester, subject, and individual interests, aiming to
optimize the library's collection and boost students' academic experience.

STATEMENT
PROBLEM



   Why?
Importance of academic reading 
Purchasing new books based on
recommendations and interests (library)
Enhance student engagement
 Recommending books to students based on
academic needs and individual interests

Potential impact: Facilitating informed
book recommendations based on

previous data, and reading preferences
of others to positively impact academic

performances   



Literature Survey
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DATASET WEBSCRAPING
MISSING & NAN

VALUES



S I G N E D  D O C U M E N T

DATA PRIVACY
STATEMENT

T E A M

Dataset
Requested the Library Committe for the
library data
Drafted a data privacy statement signed by
the team-members 
Forwarded it to the Office of Research and
Library Committe
Received data without any personal identifier
(string manipulation)



Possible Ethical and Privacy Issues

User Identification: Even without names, certain combinations of data (e.g., borrowing
history and department) might make it possible to identify specific individuals. 
Reading preference: Knowing a person’s borrowing history can reveal sensitive
information such as their personal interest, politics, etc.
Data accessibility: Data breaches or unauthorized access can compromise user privacy.

Privacy Statement: Drafted a data privacy statement signed by the team-members,
approved by Library Committee and the Office of Research
Data Security: We promise to keep the data confidential and only use it for the
purpose of the project. We will not discuss the contents with anyone outside of the
team.
Data Retention Policy: We promise to erase the data from our personal devices after
the access period.



We have access to a tabular dataset that has been diligently maintained by the library
staff from December 2021 to September 2023. This dataset encompasses records of
books issued and returned by all the batches of UG & TLP students, featuring a total

of 7,292 data points and 8 unique features. 

Date of Issue & Return

BarcodeTitle of the Book

Transaction: Check in/Check out Author’s Last Name

Author’s First NameUser id

Batch



7293 ->5229

Webscraping - openlibrary & google apis
Missing ratings - Drawn from normal distribution
Removed Nan values



Visualization

















Heatmap of the most renewed books



METHODOLOGY
ML



Weighted rating

Simple
Recommendation



Cosine similarity

Content-based
Recommendation



Normal predictor - Assume
ratings to be part of a
normal distribution

Collaborative
filtering



Decomposition of matrix

NMF Method



User based collaborative
filtering - cosine similarity

KNN



Hybrid Model Content based + SVD

KNN Baseline
RMSE: 0.6321
MAE:  0.4921

SVD
RMSE: 0.4532
MAE:  0.3141



Challenges

Future Scope
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